
Name

Do you use any other media 
for storytelling to kids?

Can you describe your current 
work situation and how you take 
care of your child's storytelling 
needs?

What challenges do you 
face while telling stories to 
your child?

Is there any way in which you 
feel these challenges can be 

resolved?
How do you prefer to explain a story to a kid?

1)Reading the story and explaining it to your child
2)Hear short audio of the story

 
  

Sajila browse online, look for youtube 
videos, or read books

I am an IT Proffesional with heavy 
work stress and doesnt get enough 
time to spend with my toddler, She 
is 3 yeras old and always wants my 
presence and asks me to tell stories 

which i find it diffciult. i opted 
permanant work from home and 

works at night and spends the day 
with the kid

I run out of stories, say 
baseless stories which 

doesnt have any morals, 
says the same story 

repeatedly, so telling them 
random stories will effect thir 

growing up

There should be an option where 
we could get a story based on our 
childs age and the stories should 
be interactive

It would be great if we have both the  options, i would prefer 
hearing the audio during my other daily works so that i know 
what story my daughter is hearing

Arun No

i dont get enough time to spend with 
my son, but he always prefers to 

have my attention and wants me to 
tell him stories. and after telling a 

story, he asks for more and i run out 
of stories. I try to make him 

enagaged and he becomes restlses

No proper stories, imagines 
new stories, repeadly says 
the same stories, worries 

about the content of the story 
, how it effects the child

right stories that helps 
peresonality development, stories 
based on tasks, stories of various 
categories and they should b all 
interactive

 i would prefer to read the gist of the story before my child 
hears the story

Anoop browse online

i give my child youtube videos to 
watch to make him engaged since i 
dont have enough time to engage 

with him

i dont remember any stories i would prefer that these stories 
helps developing a sleeping habit 
for children

Prefers to read the gist of the story

Veena No

I have enough time, but very poor 
with my story telling skills. i cant 

convince my child with my stories 
and he easily gets bored

i am worried about the 
content of the story i tell

rather than using mobile phones 
because i has become an 
addition, i would prefer using 
some other devices 

Hear gist of story during my other household works. i would 
prefer to make it short

Parvathy Old books,  browse online

I like reading, but reading a story to 
tell to my child is soemtimes boring 
and i lose interst and then i find it 
difficult to tell my child stories

I run out of stories, say 
baseless stories repeatedly

Already children are having a lot 
of screen time , so instead of 
videos, i would prefer to have 
audio files, just like how parents 
tell me stories.

Hear gist of story during my other household works. i would 
prefer to make it short


